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Electronic signatures are an important part of E-Commerce. Contracts can be concluded mostly in any

form, but to proof their existence and content before courts, evidence is needed. Electronic signatures

can produce this. However, they are currently only seen as signatures of natural persons. In E-Com-

merce it is also necessary for legal persons to sign documents, which can be done either directly or

through representation. Some approaches for this exist, which will be discussed, including their legal

consequences. A method will be described to allow legal persons to digitally sign documents using repre-

sentation with full legal effects, based on a combination of a certificate of the represented person, a cer-

tificate of the representing person and an attribute certificate containing the authorization. This allows

fulfilling the requirements for multiple signatures for representation and creating chain authorizations.

1. Motivation

Since January 1 2000, the Austrian signature law ([2], [26]) is in effect, which closely follows the digital

signature directive of the European Union ([33], [25]). This allows the use of electronic signatures (for an

introduction to certificates and signing see [34], [15]), implemented as digital signatures based on certain

certificates, for signing contracts with full legal effect. An electronic signature can be substituted for a

manual one, done by hand, in most cases ([16]; the EU directive excludes certain legal transactions:

e. g. last wills or public forms as notarizations [15], [23]). This is especially important for electronic com-

merce.

For concluding a contract, a signature is not needed (matching declarations of intention suffice in most

cases), but if a dispute arises, evidence is needed. This is commonly a paper copy of the contract, but now

an electronic document can be used in court with a predefined result. Therefore especially Business-to-

Business E-Commerce can receive a boost through this.
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In everyday business it is usual that not a natural person concludes a contract, but a legal one (and a natu-

ral person acting on behalf of it). It is therefore important to look at the following issues:

1. Can legal persons use signatures (e. g. for automatic signing) or only natural persons with full legal

recognition? Can they possess their own certificates?

2. Should the signature of a legal person be a single signature or always a combination with the signature

of a natural person (representation)?

3. How is the authority of a natural person to sign for a legal person encoded: In the certificate of the

natural person, the certificate of the legal person or an attribute certificate (see [6] chapter 3 and [37])?

These and other questions will be discussed in detail with their advantages and disadvantages and their

basis in the legal framework (European Union, using the Austrian signature law as an example, which is

the first signature law to implement the signature directive of the EU; Germany, both old and draft for

new signature law; four exemplary state laws from the USA) and in the context of corporate practices.

2. Certificates for legal persons

It took a long time until law recognized legal persons. The main problem with them is that they cannot

take action for themselves. There is always the need for a natural person to act for them, although the

results of them are ascribed to the legal person. The same is true even when the company acts through

machines: There is always a natural person, who installed and set up the machine. However, using com-

puters, this connection between actions and persons is much more remote, as even decisions can be made

automatically to a large degree and the individual result might be unknown and rather hard to reconstruct

by hand. To give these results a legal binding quality it would be necessary to (electronically) sign them.

Currently such approaches exist in some areas of the public sector (e. g. automated notifications of penal-

ties are legally valid if created by electronic data processing even without a manual signature), but they are

not available to companies. This could change with the introduction of electronic signatures (in the form

of digital signatures), as these are put in the same category as manual signatures on paper. In this context

two questions are important: Can legal persons have their own certificate and are automatic signatures

ascribed to the person authorizing them or to the legal person itself (in this direction [11]; “corporate sig-

natures”)?



2.1. EU signature directive

In the directive a signatory is defined as “a person who holds a signature-creation device and acts either on

his own behalf or on behalf of the natural or legal person or entity he represents.“ ([33] Art. 2 Z 3).

Whether this includes a legal person as a signatory or not is unclear, but the wording suggest that this is

possible and no arguments contrary to this seem to be included either in the text or the considerations. In

my opinion it is possible, that legal persons can act as a signatory and therefore create advanced signa-

tures. The other issue, whether a legal person can obtain a qualified certificate, has the same problem,

although it is more likely that legal persons are included as always only the generic term “person“ is used.

It seems therefore reasonable that legal persons can possess their own certificate and produce binding

signatures. Important to note is, that an advanced signature is not required to be based on a qualified cer-

tificate. In contrast to this the special legal consequences take place only, if the advanced signature is

based on a qualified certificate. However, as it is only a directive, it cannot be directly applied and must be

implemented through individual laws by each country member of the EU.

2.2. Austrian signature law

In the Austrian signature law a signatory is defined as “a natural person to whom the signature creation

data and the corresponding signature verification data have been allocated and who creates an electronic

signature either on his own or on a third party's behalf, or a certification service provider who uses certifi-

cates to provide certification services“. Here it is obvious, that legal persons cannot legally sign an elec-

tronic document. However, a (simple or) qualified certificate seems to be possible as it is never referenced

that only natural persons can possess one.

Also, a single example of this is included, as certification service providers can have a certificate as a legal

person (the root certificate). Moreover, it has to be a qualified certificate: A user certificate has to be

signed by the certification services provider with a secure digital signature, which is only possible if it is

based on a qualified certificate. The reason for this is, that the change of the employee of the provider

actually responsible for signing the individual certificates would create large problems. The root certificate

would have to be revoked and a new one created and published, leading to an inflation of root certificates.

Users would also have to constantly update their list of root certificates. From this it could also be derived,

that legal persons can actually sign with their own certificate (according to the directive but not to the

law). It would be paradox, if the provider can sign user certificates (a very high level of usage for a certifi-

cate), but could not sign other data. This would be especially problematic with timestamps, as they are not



certificates according to the definition, but simple data (the current time and a digest of the user data),

which is signed to perpetuate legal recognition (repeated signatures) or provide evidence to use e. g. be-

fore court. However, the Austrian law (in contrast to the directive) restricts the use of certificates of serv-

ice providers to certification services (not only the certificate but also the keys have to be different: [3] §

12 Abs. 1). Without this clause, they could therefore be used for signing documents.

From this it can be concluded that the signature law does not fully implement the directive. Since this has

no effect at least until 19. July 2001 (time for implementation of the directive), currently legal persons

cannot create signatures, although they can acquire a qualified certificate.

2.3. German signature law (Current)

According to the current German signature law ([17] Art. 3: SigG § 2), a certificate is a confirmation of

the assignment of a public key to a natural person. It is therefore neither possible for a legal person to ac-

quire a certificate nor create a binding electronic signature ([5], [31]).

2.4. German signature law (Draft for EU-directive - compliant amendment)

The current draft for the amendment of the signature law ([18]) defines ordinary and qualified certificates

as only available to natural persons. As a qualified signature has to be based on a qualified certificate, legal

persons can only create simple signatures, which possess no special legal quality.

2.5. USA

In the USA currently no nation-wide law on signatures is in place, but most states have adopted independ-

ent laws ([19]; important, as more requirements for written contracts exist [32]). These generally adhere

to four different approaches ([13]), which are discussed in short based on representative laws.

2.5.1. Prescriptive approach: Utah

Certificate authorities have to acquire a license from the state: The individuals shall fully trust them, as

they are evaluated before starting their operation. If the certification authority violates any of the legal

requirements, it is liable to all those (users of the certificate and third persons), who trusted their certifi-

cates ([21]). This approach uses a lot of definitions and is restricted to a public key infrastructure. There



are six legal presumptions for digital signatures ([35] 46-3-406), if the signature is verified through a valid

certificate of a licensed certificate authority and there was no reason for suspicions by the recipient:

? The certificate was issued by the licensed certificate authority named in the certificate

? The statements in the certificate are correct

? The digital signature used is from the owner of the certificate

? The signatory had the will to sign the electronic document

? The recipient of the signature has no knowledge that the signatory had violated his obligations or is

not the rightful owner of the private key

? The digital signature was created before it was time stamped by a disinterested third party

According to the definition of the Utah signature law, legal persons can use signatures, as “person” is de-

fined as “human being or any organization capable of signing a document, either legally or as a matter of

fact.” ([35] 46-3-103, 21). Also there are special considerations if an agent of a legal person requests a

certificate ([35] 46-3-304, 2): If the authority for signing is limited, adequate safeguards have to exist to

prevent a digital signature exceeding the bounds of the person's authority.

2.5.2. Criteria-based approach: California

In this approach, electronic signatures are put in the same category as signatures by hand, if they fulfill

certain criteria ([27]). There are no specific technical requirements for electronic signatures ([9] 16. 5. d:

defined as an electronic identifier intended to have the same effect as a manual signature), but there are

also no special legal consequences or presumptions tied to them. Necessary elements for electronic signa-

tures to be acceptable instead of manual are:

? Unique association to a person

? Verifiability

? The person using it can hold it in its sole control

? Changes in the data invalidate the electronic signature

? It conforms to the regulations of the secretary of state

The last point is the difficult one in this approach, as these regulations opened the door to a movement to

the first approach: In the regulation ([10]) a lot of definitions are made and special requirements are set.

E. g. public entities (to whom the Californian law is restricted!) may only accept certificates from “Ap-



proved Certificate Authorities”, which is similar to licensing. The advantage is, that not only public key

cryptography is included, but also signature dynamics – this is not possible under the Utah law.

According to the regulations by the secretary of state, a person is defined as “a human being or any or-

ganization capable of signing a document, either legally or as a matter of fact” ([10] 22000 a 3). Legal

persons can possess certificates and create electronic signatures with the same effect as manual ones.

2.5.3. Signature-enabling approach: Florida

Electronic signatures ([14] 282.72 4; ”any letters, characters, or symbols, manifested by electronic or

similar means, executed or adopted by a party with an intent to authenticate a writing”) have the same

effect as manual ones without any special requirements ([27]). Because of this, there are also no presump-

tions connected with them. They can be used and may not be discriminated because of their nature.

As no definition is given and the law uses alternatively “party”, “subscriber” and “person”, it seems rea-

sonable to assume that legal persons can possess certificates and use digital signatures.

2.5.4. Hybrid approach: Illinois

This approach includes elements of the three other: There are a number of definitions, it is technology-

neutral (important for future developments; [4]) and electronic signatures are handled the same way as

manual ones. The Illinois Electronic Commerce Security Act ([22]) differentiates between simple and se-

cure electronic records (content verification; handled the same as writings on paper) and simple and secure

signatures (signer authentication; with digital signatures as an example), which determines the presump-

tions applicable ([30]). Similar to the EU directive, certain documents cannot be signed electronically, as

special circumstances of the signature are required or desirable (wills, trusts, living wills or healthcare

powers of attorney), or a unique writing is necessary (e. g. bearer certificates).

A certificate is partly defined as “names or otherwise identifies its subscriber or a device or electronic

agent under the control of the subscriber”. In contrast to the other approaches, in this case not only natural

and legal persons can acquire a certificate, but also items (e. g. mobile phones) and electronic agents (e. g.

software agents with a personal identity). For the scope of the law a person is defined as “an individual,

corporation, business trust, [… .], government, [… ] or any other legal or commercial entity.” Because of

this, the Illinois law has the largest applicability, as practically everyone and everything can possess a cer-

tificate and sign writings.



3. Current implementation of  signatures for legal persons in Europe

Currently, in Europe legal persons cannot produce electronic signatures by themselves. However, the need

for an equivalent exists. To supplement this lack, signatures of natural persons are used, in whose certifi-

cate their authorization to sign for a certain legal person is encoded and the rules for representation are

applied. In general, both restrictions (less permissions than with an ordinary certificate) and authorizations

(more or special permissions) can be contained as additional attributes in a certificate. In connection with

signing for legal persons, this is justified with the fact, that they cannot act for themselves and on paper

also always a natural person has to sign, representing the company or other entity. On paper, it is really

impossible for a legal person to produce anything like a signature (using machines does not really help in

this case, as each signature has to be invoked by hand), so there was no alternative to this. But with digital

signatures, this has changed: It is possible for legal persons to produce a unique signature and also do this

automatically. Although it will be in the end always a natural person, who programmed and started a

software program, which then made decisions and finally created a signature, there is a high degree of

autonomy. A connection to a natural person is more remote than to the legal person itself (e. g. automati-

cally obtaining a timestamp and returning it as an acknowledgement of receipt).

With respect to an inclusion in a base certificate (or the possibility of removing it to an attribute certifi-

cate), it is necessary to distinguish between authorizations and restrictions.

3.1. Authorizations

Including authorizations directly in the certificate of a natural person has some advantages:

?  Signing is simple as only one item (the certificate) is needed: No attribute certificates have to be se-

lected and embedded.

?  Obtaining the certificate is rather easy as all authorizations can be gathered, given to the certificate

authority and a single certificate is created.

?  From the signature it is easy (and always possible) to distinguish, which natural person is responsible

for it, even for persons without information about the internal organization of the legal person. This is

important for ascertaining, whether the signature for the legal person is valid or not (but with a signa-

ture directly of the legal person this would not be necessary).

However, several problems arise from the integration of authorizations in a natural person’s certificate:



?  It cannot be distinguished from the signature if this is a private signature or a representation for a legal

person. The signed document itself has to be inspected to ascertain this. This is in contrast to signatures

on paper: Usually immediately above or below the actual signature the role of the signer can be found.

Also physically different signatures are used, e. g. “ppa” (per procura) as an addition, but part of the

signature.

?  Some persons might possess the authority to sign for multiple other persons (especially companies).

This would lead to very long certificates and problems differentiating on behalf of which of these a

certain document was signed. As long as the document is not created with a standardized structure,

automated checking is not possible. The alternative, to use separate certificates for each authority,

leads to the problem of managing a large number of certificates and their private keys.

?  If a single authority within a combined certificate changes, the whole certificate has to be revoked and a

new one procured. This has special problems for the signatures of third (unrelated to the change)

authorities: Nothing has changed concerning them, but a different certificate is used from now on. Also

the number of certificates to manage increases.

?  Managing certificates with included authorization requires a certification authority for every single

change and results in new and different certificates with the problem of distributing them (and espe-

cially their private keys): Creating certificate requests, archiving/destroying old private keys, etc.

?  It is difficult to identify all persons authorized to sign for a legal person: The information is distributed

across a number of certificates. Also there is no possibility to represent the company as such: It will al-

ways be only an attachment to a number of personal certificates without a unique representation as an

individual entity. It is also probable that across a larger number of certificates the name of the company

might be slightly different through e. g. misspellings or other forms of presentation, leading to further

complications.

3.2. Restrictions

In contrast to authorizations or neutral attributes, restrictions have to be integrated in the base-certificate.

Otherwise it would be possible to circumvent these restrictions by simple removing the attribute certificate

or omitting it when signing.

Because of this distinction a problem arises: Are there attributes, which are authorization and restriction at

the same time? They would pose special difficulties, as they may not be removed from the certificate (re-



striction), but should be (authorization). An (theoretical) example for such a restriction could be a special

guarantee of the certification authority: For this certificate a maximum transaction level of

e. g. 5.000 Euro is set. This amount is guaranteed by the CA, even if it is not responsible (deficiency guar-

antee; authorization), but on the contrary, no claims above this sum may be made (restriction).

A way to encode restrictions in separate certificates would be to include a unique reference to them in the

base certificate. Including only the type of restriction would also suffice: Wrong attribute certificates

would not refer back correctly. Checking signatures with such certificates should fail, if a reference to a

missing restriction is found or it does not point back correctly. An advantage of separating the restriction

is that it could be revoked independently from the certificate (e. g. declaration of majority). This would

complicate the environment, as the revocation entry would (in addition to the revoked certificate) have to

include the replaced restriction (ID of new attribute certificate) or if it was removed completely.

4. Attribute certificates

An attribute certificate is a separate structure, referring to a base certificate and containing additional at-

tributes like clearances or authorizations. It can be used to implement signatures by legal persons through

encoding the authority of natural persons to sign for them in the attribute certificate instead of in the base

certificate. A signature may contain any number of attribute certificates (or references to them) without

repetition ([7]  6.1.5). Whether an attribute certificate can be used with different base certificates or not

depends on the type: It may refer directly to a certain certificate (only one possible) or to a distinguished

name. This name may be used in multiple certificates and so the attribute certificate could be used with all

of them ([37]; forbidden in [6] 3.3). Attribute certificates can be issued and revoked independently from

their base certificate and also by a different authority (“attribute authority”; [12] 5.3.4).

4.1. Content of attribute certificates

Attribute certificates contain the following data, but no public key and not necessarily the name or pseu-

donym of the person (according to the X.509 standard [37]; some restrictions exist in [6]):

1) Version: Version number of the attribute certificate (currently v1 or v2).

2) Holder: This is either a reference to the base certificate using the issuer and the serial number of the

certificate (and a number uniquely identifying the issuer if needed; see 8) or the distinguished name of



the subject. In the latter case it must be identical to the name in the base certificate, else automatic

verification is impossible. Care has to be taken as this might not be unique (two persons might possess

the same name). In attribute certificates of version 2, an object digest may be placed here to directly

authenticate a holder (e. g. a hash value for Java-Applets or ActiveX-Controls).

3) Issuer: To identify the certificate (or attribute) authority, which issued this attribute certificate.

4) Signature: The signature of the certificate authority.

5) Serial number: A number uniquely identifying the attribute certificate with respect to the certification

authority. It is not clear whether this must be unique within the attribute certificates only or within all

certificates, which would be more sensible.

6) Certificate validity period: The period during which the attribute certificate is valid. It is unrelated to

the validity period of the base certificate (but see below 4.3.3).

7) Attributes: The actual attributes associated with the subject. Any number of attributes can be included

in an attribute certificate. Custom attributes are also possible but caution is needed, as misinterpreta-

tions can occur, if custom attributes of other authorities are included (only standard attributes have

defined and reserved unique object identifiers).

8) Issuer unique ID: This field could be used if the issuer is not uniquely identified by the field “Issuer”,

containing e. g. a serial number of all certificate authorities with the same name. It should not be nec-

essary to use this field, as identical names of certification authorities result in numerous problems.

9) Extensions: The same as extensions for certificates, but currently none are defined.

4.2. Standard attributes

A number of standard attributes, which will be often needed, are defined in [6] (for base certificates addi-

tional attributes are defined, e. g. serial number of the chip card containing the certificate and private key).

The most important in this context is “Procuration”. As an example for a restriction “Monetary Limit” will

also be looked at, while “Declaration of Majority”, “Admission” and “Date of Certificate Generation” will

not be discussed here.



4.2.1. Procuration

This attribute is used to represent the authorization to act for another person (or any number of them),

specifically for legal persons. Optional the country and type of substitution can be included to specify the

type and which law is to be used for interpreting it. The represented person can be either identified by a

name (this can be any name and need not be a distinguished name, so automatic checking might not be

possible) or by a reference to a certificate.

4.2.2. Monetary Limit

With this attribute a limit for the liability of the certification authority can be realized. In addition it can be

used for other restrictions, e. g. parents limiting the value of each transaction with this certificate. It can be

used for all types of certificates (certification authority certificates, certificates for time-stamping and user

certificates). The limit is represented through amount, exponent and a currency (Limit: amount*10Exponent

currency units).

4.3. Legal aspects of attribute certificates

Attribute certificates differ in one important point from general certificates: They do not contain the public

key of a person. It is therefore necessary to identify what legal consequences arise from this. Especially

important is, whether including e. g. an authorization in it and using it for a signature brings about the legal

consequences (like presumptions) also for the authorization or if they only apply to the data in the base

certificate.

4.3.1. EU directive

Attribute certificates are never mentioned in the directive. A certificate requires an assignment of a person

to signature-verification data and confirming the identity of the person. An attribute certificate does not

fulfill this, as the base certificate already creates the link between the person and the public key. Even

when the base certificate is uniquely defined (using the issuer and the serial number instead of the name of

the subject), only the link between the attributes and the public key is created, while the identity is only

repeated. Qualified certificates build up on normal certificates, so attribute certificate can also never fulfill

their requirements. Regardless, together with a base certificate identifying the person (need not be a quali-

fied certificate) they may be used for signatures and even advanced electronic signatures.



Because of the last, they may not be denied legal effectiveness and must be admissible as evidence in legal

proceedings. They can, however, not fulfill the requirement of a handwritten signature, which only the

base certificate does. When signing for another person it has to be interpreted as an ordinary (personal)

signature with evidence pointing to the fact that it was created for another person. If only an authorization

for one person is contained in the attribute certificate, the represented person is also uniquely identified.

4.3.2. Austria

With respect to attribute certificates the Austrian signature law is the same as the EU directive. Attribute

certificates are never mentioned and are not certificates in the meaning of the law as there is no link be-

tween an identity and a public key.

Signatures including attribute certificates have therefore legal effectiveness and are admissible for legal

proceedings. Yet using them with a base certificate does not create the (full) equivalent of a manual sig-

nature. If the base certificate is a qualified one, it is treated as a personal signature with additional data

concerning an authorization and normal rules for representation apply.

It is important to note that the Austrian law differs with respect to attributes in a qualified certificate from

the directive. Other attributes can only be included if they are of legal significance ([2] § 5 Abs. 1 Z 4)

although the directive only mentions “a specific attribute of the signatory [… ] if relevant, depending on

the purpose for which the certificate is intended”. Not every relevant purpose has to be legally significant

(e. g. just convenient or for private uses), so there is a difference, which could be filled by attribute certifi-

cates. As no requirement is set for electronic signatures, any data can be included in them.

4.3.3. Germany (Old and draft for new law)

In the old (and also in the draft for the new) signature law attribute certificates are explicitly included. In

contrast to the definition according to X.509 (see above), a restriction has been included: The attribute

certificate must have a reference to a unique base certificate. According to this, the use of the name in the

field “Subject” of the attribute certificate is forbidden ([6] chapter 3.3); it has to be the issuer and the serial

number of the base certificate. Because of this reference, its validity always ends with the end of the valid-

ity of the base certificate (either revocation or lapse of time). All types of attributes can be contained in

attribute certificates, both authorizations and restrictions. If restrictions are included in an attribute certifi-

cate and not the base certificate, an additional attribute must be included in the base certificate ([6]



2.3.9.15.2; “liabilityLimitationFlag”). However, it is only marked as non-critical and does not specify the

type of restriction (or restrictions), only that at least one exists.

In Germany only the general set-up of digital signatures are regulated (certificates, certification authorities,

licensing of them, … ), but not the consequences of digital signatures ([5]). A digital signature is therefore

only then equivalent to a manual signature, if all functions of it are met (conclusion, warning, identification

and genuineness) This is accepted for signatures according to the signature law ([28]). As attribute certifi-

cates are explicitly included, adding authorization through it has full legal consequences (representation for

a legal person). No difference exists between authorizations in the base certificate and in a combination of

a base and the matching attribute certificate.

4.3.4. USA

The legal aspects are discussed based on the same four examples for signature laws as above.

?  Utah: Attribute certificates are no certificates, but they are explicitly provided for (“may, [… ], contain

or incorporate by reference additional information as determined by the licensed certification author-

ity”; [36] R154-10-301 3). Presumptions are tied to certificates, so they do not apply to the content of

the attribute certificate. E. g. the presumption that the subscriber (=subject of the certificate) created

the signature with the intention to authenticate the data applies to the person in the base certificate, but

not to the legal person mentioned in the attribute certificate, for which he is authorized to sign.

?  California: An attribute certificate is no certificate according to the regulations, as it does not contain a

public key. However, a base certificate may contain references to one ([10] 22003 a 1 D). It is required

that a certificate “conforms to widely-used industry standards, including, but not limited to ISO x.509

and PGP certificate standards”, which define attribute certificates ([37]). As digital signatures include

attribute certificates (see definition above), they are recognized by law and have full effect, although no

presumptions exist at all.

?  Florida: An attribute certificate is no certificate, as it does not contain a public key. However, it can be

contained in a digital signature and has then the same force and effect as a written signature. No pre-

sumptions are included for any type of signature or certificates, so there is no difference and they may

be used without any discrimination. It is irrelevant whether the information is contained in the base cer-

tificate or an associated attribute certificate.



?  Illinois: A certificate has to contain a public key, so an attribute certificate does not match this defini-

tion. As the definition is not closed, references to attribute certificate can be added to them. This is spe-

cifically provided for when digital signatures are found to fulfill the requirements for secure electronic

signatures (“the digital signature [… ], was used within the scope of any other restrictions specified or

incorporated by reference in the certificate, if any”; [22] 15-105 1). Presumptions are tied to secure

electronic signatures, which may contain attribute certificates. Therefore any presumptions do apply to

the content of attribute certificates and base certificates alike.

5. Digital signatures for legal person

In contrast to the USA, where legal persons can create digital signatures for themselves, this is not possi-

ble in Europe, where always representation needs to be used. Because of this, the authorization to act for

another person must be included in a signature. This authorization can be either done by including it di-

rectly in the certificate of the authorized person or in an attribute certificate.

5.1. Combined signatures for legal persons

To allow separation of the two distinct entities, a combined signature can be used. The signature for legal

persons is then modeled as three separate object: The legal person, the natural person and the connection

between them (authorization). The former two are conventional certificates, the latter an attribute certifi-

cate. A signature for a legal person consist of a combination of a signature of the company itself, the sig-

nature of the person acting on behalf of the legal person and the attribute certificate. The attribute certifi-

cate provides the association of the former two, confirming the authorization of this particular natural

person to sign for a certain legal person. The authority need not necessarily be stored in an attribute cer-

tificate but could also be included in either the certificate of the legal or the natural person. However, this

would require a 1:1 association of natural and legal persons or get very complicated. Additionally, this

would prohibit realizing some of the advantages mentioned below. Both base certificates can be incorpo-

rated by reference as they can always be found through the information in the signatures, but the attribute

certificate must be explicitly contained or specially referenced as finding it through the two base certifi-

cates might be hard or impossible. (In [7] the attribute and base certificates themselves are only required to

be included if restrictions are encoded in them or they are not publicly available, otherwise a reference is



sufficient.) As the two signatures are independent from the sequence, a parallel signature can be done

([12] 8.13; “independent signatures”).

5.2.  Example of a signature for a legal person

A digitally signed document where a natural person represents a legal person would look like this:

Holder
Issuer
Ser.#
Procuration for
Scope of proc.

N. N.
Public key
Issuer
Ser.#

Base certificate of
natural person

X-Y Inc.
Public key
Issuer
Ser.#

Base certificate
of legal person

Attribute certificate

} {

Signature SignatureDigital signature

Digitally signed document
Document

Figure 1: Signature for a legal person

5.2. Advantages

Some of the advantages of separating the authorization from the base certificate and from the certificate of

the legal person are:

? Visibility: It is clearly visible if this is a private signature or a signature on behalf of a legal person: The

latter needs signatures from both entities and an attribute certificate containing the authorization.

? Automatic verification of authorization: Checking the authorization of a certain person to sign for a

specific legal person can be done automatically through the attribute certificate and the links connect-

ing it with the two other certificates if the certificates are identified through issuer and serial number.

? Easier management of authorizations: Authorizations are easier to create, revoke and manage, as, in

contrast to certificates, no private key is associated with attribute certificates. This avoids problems

with secure creation, storage and disposal. Also, this can be done by another authority instead of the

certificate authority issuing the certificates (see also next item).

? Self-issuing of attribute certificates: The requirements for attribute certificates are less than for full

certificates, so a company might issue them by itself for their own employees. A directory service is

not always needed, as the attribute certificate should be included in the signature. Revocations can



also be done, although here a directory service is required. However, if attribute certificates are issued

for short times (e. g. only for days or a month), the need for revocations might be very small (for ex-

ample only, when an authorized employee leaves in the middle of a month). With short-term authori-

zations the unique binding to certificates instead of to names (which might be not unique) is possible.

? Multiple authorizations separated: Each authorization can be easily embodied in a single attribute cer-

tificate. It is not necessary to possess either numerous certificates (with the same or different key-

pairs) or a single certificate with many authorizations in it. Through this it is clear, on behalf of which

person the signature was created (the single person from the attribute certificate), and if this is the case

(if an attribute certificate is contained, it is always on behalf of somebody else).

? Legal person modeled as separate entity: Including the legal person as a separate certificate removes

problems with misspelled or slightly different (e. g. some parts of a distinguished name are missing,

like country or E-Mail address) names. Also attributes referring to the legal person itself can be used

without having to include them in every attribute certificate (especially important as the certificates

might be issued from different authorities, which are responsible for different attributes and therefore

won’t include those of other ones). This allows creating chains of representation: A person is author-

ized to act for a legal person, which in turn represents another legal person (see Figure 2, right part).

This would be very hard and cumbersome to implement with attribute certificates only.

? Multiple-signature-requirements possible: E. g. in the case of joint power of representation including a

signature by the company certificate provides additional safeguards and eases verification (see

also 5.5). The certificate of the legal person connects the two or more attribute certificates and allows

using unique references for identifying the person, which is acted for (name conflicts are impossible).

5.3. Problems

However, also some problems exist:

? Complicated management of certificates: For each signature the appropriate attribute certificate needs

to be retrieved (from a probably long list) and two signatures have to be applied, requiring special

software. If additional restrictions, statements or authorizations are needed, preparing a single signa-

ture is complicated because of the number of elements required (3 certificates and 2 private keys).

Also the absolute number of certificates increases (while the number of private keys stays the same).



? Distribution of private keys: All authorized persons must be able to sign with it and therefore the pri-

vate key must be available for multiple persons simultaneously. This can be a problem e. g. with chip-

cards, where private keys are created on the card and can never leave it.

? Technical verification need not be equal to legal verification: If the certificates are incorporated by the

name of the subject only, instead of the issuer and the serial number, they can be legally valid, although

a technical verification might reject them ([12]). This happens if either the name is not absolutely iden-

tical or if the verification is restrictive and does not allow these references. However, including a refer-

ence to the certificate instead of the name reduces the possibilities for use: They can only be used in

combination with a certain certificate and they expire with it, although they might be valid for them-

selves.

? Revocation list at attribute authority: Using attribute certificates requires an additional revocation list

which has to be checked. As this might be separate form the certificate authority, additional difficulties

can arise as a connection to another server might fail upon verification. See also under advantages: A

company issuing attribute certificates needs to create its own revocation list, which can require an ex-

tensive infrastructure e. g. for securing the host.

5.4. Legal consequences

The signature created with the certificate of the legal person is not a full legally binding signature, espe-

cially as all authorized persons have to be able to sign with it and the private key can then no longer be

under the sole control of a single person. Also the certificate used for the signature is not an advanced one

as required by the EU directive and the Austrian signature law. Even when multiple persons are actually

needed for signing (see below), the requirements are not fulfilled. Only in one case the signature could be

a replacement for a hand-written signature: A single person is authorized to sign for the legal person and

the certificate was issued for the natural person, mentioning the authorization directly in it (this case is not

relevant here). In contrast to this, the signature(s) of the natural person are legally binding for the per-

son(s) itself.

If they are accompanied by an attribute certificate including the authority to act for a certain legal person

and the signature of this legal person, the recipient cannot deny knowing that the signature was done on

behalf of someone else or for another person. In this context two problems are of interest: Is this com-

bined signature a valid representation and does it fulfill a (perhaps necessary) requirement for a written

signature?



The requirements for full representation in Austria are the following ([24] 161ff):

1) Full authorization by the principal: This is only an internal problem of the principal and the authorized

person, if the recipient of the declaration of representation (= the attribute certificate) did not knew

about a restriction. The attribute certificate is an outside representation ([1] § 1017) and its content

has therefore to be interpreted objectively.

2) Disclosure of representation: The disclosure consist of two elements: Disclosure of the authorization

and disclosure, that the authorization is used. The first is done automatically by using the attribute cer-

tificate and the latter by including it and the certificate of the legal person in the signature.

3) At least limited contractual capacity: This should be no problem in this context, as otherwise no cer-

tificate may be issued.

Therefore this combination of certificates fulfills the requirements for full representation for the recipient

of a declaration in all cases, except if the recipient knew or should have known that the authorization does

not exist or is of smaller scope. A contract is always concluded with the represented person. The principal

has acted careless if the authorization does no longer exist: he should have revoked the attribute certifi-

cate, which is possible for both him and the authorized person ([1] § 1028, see also [24] 169: Appearance

representation, a declaration of knowledge is in this case protected the same as a declaration of intention;

[1] § 1026). If it did never exist or is of smaller scope (the attribute certificate can only be issued with his

approval; [2] § 8 Abs. 3), the signature is also valid.

It also does fulfill the requirements for a hand-written signature. As representation is used (instead of di-

rectly signing by the legal person; not possible according to the EU directive; see 2.1), only a signature of

the natural person is required. The signature of the natural person fulfills this and the additional signature

of the legal person and the inclusion of the attribute certificate do not void it. The authorization itself need

not be in written form, except in certain cases. If the authorization has to fulfill the same form as the basic

transaction (if the form shall e. g. protect against rashness), there could be problems. High forms (notari-

zation, etc.) are excluded even from digital signatures of natural persons, so they pose no problem. If a

general written statement is needed, the attribute certificate fulfills this requirement, as itself is (legally) a

written statement (it contains the secure electronic signature of the certification authority).



5.5. Multiple signatures

Using this scheme it is also possible to model the necessity for multiple signatures (joint authorization,

e. g. when only two persons together are allowed to act for a company). If, for example, two authorized

persons are required, the signature consists of the signatures and certificates of both natural persons, the

signature and certificate of the legal person and two attribute certificates (see Figure 2, left part). In the

attribute certificates (mixed joint power of representation or, when generally applicable and no different

classes of authorizations exist, in the certificate of the legal person), the requirement for an additional sig-

nature is included, so automatic checking is possible (number of persons required and their type of

authorization).

Using special methods for distributing the private key used for singing with the company certificate allows

restricting the use to actual collaboration, as the whole private key can only be created from the (partial)

data of at least several persons. The simplest (but rather insecure) version would be e. g. to omit one third

of the bits of the key in the data for each of three persons: Only two persons together (but any combina-

tion of them) could recreate the whole key and create a signature.

Figure 2: Multiple signatures and chain authorization



6. Conclusions

The current status of signatures for legal persons was described for a number of countries: Austria, Ger-

many, some exemplary states of the USA and the European Union. In the USA, legal persons can create

signatures on their own, while in Europe representation is needed.

It was described how the authorization to act for another person (be it a natural or a legal one) can be

included in certificates, either in those of the person itself or in an attribute certificate. Because of their

importance, the legal consequences of their use were also looked into.

Finally, a method for signing documents in representation of another person was described by the use of

multiple certificates and attribute certificates containing the authorization to connect them. Using a sepa-

rate certificate for the legal person (although legally invalid), reduces problems and increases versatility, as

for example chain authorizations are much easier to create and the requirement for multiple signatures can

also be modeled.

Signatures for legal persons can be created and are legally valid and binding, but they are not very easy to

create and manage. Because of this, extensive support by software is needed before they will be used

widely (and also to avoid security risks through incorrect handling or bypassing through users because of

complicated handling [29]). Since the importance of E-Commerce is continually increasing, it is a neces-

sity to also support electronic (and digital) signatures. Only then companies have the same instruments to

e. g. conclude contracts in the electronic world as in conventional business.
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